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The newly-launched supplychainforesight report for 2009, true to tradition for this benchmark piece 
of South African strategic supply chain research, is right up to the minute in offering insights into supply 
chain strategy and operations in the global recession and economic crisis. 

Last year’s research focused on the approach of and lessons to be learned from those companies that 
were earning competitive advantage from their supply chains in a global context of economic growth 
and market diversity. However, the macro-economic situation in which the research takes place this year 
could not be more different. The global growth boom was enabled by building out of global supply chains 
and intricately intertwined networks of supply and demand all over the world. Now, the global recession 
means that an industry decision on the other side of the world to put the brakes on growth plans could 
mean serious consequences for suppliers in South Africa. We’ve called this the Butterfly Effect – the 
phenomenon where a small change at one place in a complex system can have large effects elsewhere. 

The 2009 supplychainforesight survey has been conducted by respected international research company 
Frost & Sullivan, and continues to be conceived and sponsored by Barloworld Logistics. 

In this year’s report we delve into the impact of the Butterfly Effect in different areas of urgent relevance 
for SA’s supply chains, including the move to localisation, the relationship between business strategy and 
supply chain strategy, and the latest views of the industry on outsourcing and environmental agendas – 
all with the trenchant comment and insight the market has come to expect from the research. 

Also true to tradition is the quality and depth of the response to the questionnaire with around 250 
senior executives and supply chain managers in many of SA’s major companies across key industries 
taking part. This maintains the focus of the research, established over the past six years, on large 
multinational companies whose strategies shape much of the country’s economy. In addition, international 
benchmarking and comparative studies, accessed through Frost & Sullivan’s extensive international 
research network, provide many points of comparison and contrast with the new SA study. 

The 2009 edition of supplychainforesight is structured according to key themes and findings that serve 
to open up debate about the ways in which South Africa’s supply chains have responded to the global 
economic meltdown. These are:

•  Short-term Supply Chain Objectives and Challenges: Tracking industry trends and strategy year on year.
•  Global or Local – or Somewhere in Between? How is the economic crisis affecting supply chain 
    globalisation?
•  The Question of Lean: Using supply chain and manufacturing processes to optimise the efficiency of the 
    business is a perennial topic, but how is the picture changing under recessionary conditions?
•  Aligning Strategies: A major new finding this year is the focus of most companies on aligning supply     
    chain strategy and business strategy.
•  Outsourcing Revisited: An in-depth look at the outsourcing question reveals a new maturity about the 
    reasons for and the value of outsourcing. 
•  The Real Green Issues: An in-depth look at the levels of awareness and business thinking in SA around 
    sustainable environmentally friendly business practices reveals that South Africa Inc has a long way to go 
    on the issue – and that, far from not being on the economical survivalist agenda now, green should be 
    a strategic priority. 
•  Speaking the Same Language – Private and Public Sector Co-operation: This section addresses the 
    persistent lack of communication between the private sector and the public sector about the latter’s  
    supply chain and logistics initiatives – and takes a view on how inter-modal physical logistics could 
    benefit both sectors.   

Objectives and Challenges

In this section we present the trend-tracking section of the survey, which takes place every year and 
provides our findings with some context – how senior executives and supply chain managers in SA’s 
biggest businesses view their supply chain objectives and challenges for the coming year.    

The short term (1-2 years) objectives of SA businesses have become realigned to the restrictive market 
conditions very quickly. A graphic depiction of these objectives can be seen here. 
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As can be seen, the top 5 leading short term objectives of South African businesses are:

•  Aligning the supply chain with business strategy
•  Inventory management
•  Procurement optimisation
•  Demand-driven production
•  Increasing co-operation and collaboration in the supply chain

The fifth most popular objective here, increasing co-operation and collaboration, has been an ever-
present objective for SA supply chains in the last few years of the research. Like improving planning and 
forecasting generally, it seems to be an ongoing struggle to achieve, the strategic wisdom of which, 
however, remains indisputable. As market conditions worsen, it makes perfect sense to focus on a more 
effective, cost-efficient and reliable long-term relationship between supply chain partners on both the 
supply and demand sides. 

The next most popular choice, a focus on demand-driven production, has come from a deepening sense 
that supply chains can enable a more flexible and responsive approach to market demands, rather than 
being tied to inflexible production schedules. This is crucial in a macro-economic climate where cost-
reduction and targeted, effective supply is needed. 

The second and third ranked objectives, inventory management and procurement optimisation 
respectively, reflect once more the burning imperative of cost control and more effective supply chain 
process management in a recessionary environment. Inventory always equals risk to the business, so the 
twin processes of more effective sourcing and the managing of existing inventory to the lowest levels 
possible, have become crucial to the survival mode of many businesses. 

In many ways these responses are to be expected in the survivalist mode of the global economy. The 
top objective for many businesses is less expected, however. Aligning the supply chain with the business 
strategy is a move on which supplychainforesight focused strongly last year. We suggested then that 
those businesses who had mastered the strategic deployment of their supply chains to earn competitive 
advantage in a complex global trading environment, were more likely to have supply chain strategy on the 
boardroom agenda. In the research report of 2007, a focus on the positive trajectory of global expansion 
and growth meant that the alignment of strategy was relatively low on the objectives priority list. Now 
that an urgent economic imperative exists, it seems that alignment between the business and supply chain 
strategies has at last become seriously significant – better late than never!
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Fig 1: Short-term Supply Chain Objectives of SA Business
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The top 5 challenges to the business are as follows:

•  Growing severity of the economic slowdown
•  Making the supply chain lean
•  Implementing a demand-driven supply chain
•  Rising oil prices
•  Implementing efficient planning and forecasting tools
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As would be expected, the financial crisis is the top of mind factor for most supply chains. The rest of the 
challenges reflect the difficulties faced by supply chain planners attempting to achieve a more efficient 
and cost-effective supply chain when faced with the urgency of a contracting economy. Implementing a 
demand-driven supply chain and implementing more efficient planning and forecasting will, as a result of 
the financial crisis, be more important than ever as businesses try to plan contingencies for any slowdown.  
While the focus on rising oil prices is partly explained by much higher prices at the time of gathering 
the data for the research, fluctuations in price, and any increases in price over the next year will have an 
immediate supply chain impact due to the size of spend on transportation. 

Interestingly, the global economic crisis seems to have focused business minds on strategy overall. The 
factors which are seen as challenges are precisely those which would have enabled a more efficient and 
effective, strategically driven supply chain when times were good – the focus, for example, on planning 
and forecasting tools indicates a need to be more cost-effective in investments in supply chain technology, 
but also indicates a need for greater productivity from less personnel as skills continue to be scarce.   

Overall, the objectives and challenges of SA’s supply chains for the coming year demonstrate the severity 
of the economic slowdown, and the urgency of finding strategically driven supply chain responses to it. 
In itself, this presents an opportunity – if supply chain thinking does become central to the boardroom 
agenda, and plays a central role in enabling businesses to survive the recessionary environment, then 
perhaps supply chain thinking can begin to play the role it should be playing in making SA more 
competitive and progressive generally as the economy corrects itself.

Fig 2: Short-term Supply Chain Challenges for SA Business
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In the comparison between objectives at the C-levels of the business (gleaned from direct interviews) 
and at Supply Chain Manager (SCM) level, we can see that, in general, SCMs are attempting to align 
the strategic objectives of the business with the issues identified by the senior executives. This further 
corroborates the view that we will discuss in detail later, that a major realisation in the SA market this year 
is that supply chain strategy needs to be addressed at board level. 

Overall, when compared with the previous year’s objectives and challenges, some major shifts emerge. 
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“We give focus mainly to storage as it is more 
expensive with high holding costs.” - Chery

“A lot of policies and procedures of MAN are not adhered to by the supply 
chain companies, so enforcing discipline is our main challenge.” - MAN

“Our biggest challenge is the parastatal companies that do rail, ports etc. 
We are also planning on collaboration with other auto manufacturers.”  
- Nissan

“We don’t have an advanced system. Maybe in the near future we may 
look at getting a more advanced system.” - Iveco

“We would prefer our suppliers to be closer to our plants as it would 
reduce the logistics cost and avoid external factors.” - Ford
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Fig 3: Translating Business Objectives into Supply Chain Strategy
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The financial crisis is clearly having an impact on the supply chain and its short term objectives in that 
in 2008 improving service to customers was the most important short term objective for 100% of the 
sample, while in 2009 inventory management is the number one objective for 63% of the sample. It’s 
clear that in the growth environment of 2008, customer service was paramount to stay competitive, at 
almost any cost. In the current environment, lowering costs by outsourcing and aligning the supply chain 
with business strategy is, relatively speaking, much more important.

In terms of the comparison of challenges, much emerges which is of interest. In the growth markets of 
a year ago, accurate planning and forecasting became much more challenging in complex and diverse 
global trade environments. Now, the focus is entirely on what to do to survive in the slowdown. So, 
whereas last year saw supply chains challenged by volumes and implementing disciplined procurement 
practices, this year sees a focus on implementing cost-reducing lean practices and methods, and on 
implementing a more responsive supply chain which does not carry the costs of too much inventory. 
Whilst the skills issue was not a specific focus in this year’s questionnaire, it still remains a challenge.  
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Global or Local – or Somewhere in Between?

A focus on optimisation and rationalisation of supply is marked in the findings this year, with its obvious 
origins in the need to effect cost reduction in tough times. And yet, this goes hand in hand with what 
seems to be a renewed and far more urgent focus on strategic alignment in ‘supply-driven’ industries, and 
the management and reduction of risk inherent in inventory. In the graph below, 
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while this point is clear in the different emphases given to inventory management and strategic alignment, 
depending on the supply and demand position of the industry sector, one factor that consistently registers 
across the board is procurement optimisation, with the notable exception of the retail sector. This is 
undoubtedly because optimal procurement is a core and long-term focus for this industry. 

In the 2008 edition of supplychainforesight, around two-thirds of the entire sample of companies 
surveyed professed to have some component of their supply chains elsewhere in the world – ample 
evidence of the explosion of the globalised economy. As we can see in the following graph,
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Fig 6: A Shift to the Local
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the tide has definitively turned in terms of short-term objectives, but the focus of C-level executives, 
indicated in the box to the right in the previous figure, indicates a return to localised sources of supply. 
As we can see from these top of mind factors, peculiarly South African conditions once more come into 
play, such as cargo security and the physical logistics infrastructure. These have not ever gone away, but 
in a recessionary environment where localising supply represents a viable cost-reduction approach, they 
become burning issues. The extent of the move away from global to local is indicated in the next graph. 

Factors such as procurement optimisation, supplier selection and inbound transportation optimisation are 
all fairly prominently indicated among short-term objectives, especially the first of these. There can be no 
doubt that the recession has refocused attention on sourcing supply locally. This is a double edged sword 
of course – since it exposes businesses to the risk of unreliable supply lines, a lack of skills in manufacture, 
and increased costs as a result. 
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Fig 7: A Move to Local Procurement and Suppliers
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Another way of understanding the current focus on lean supply chains is less as an immediate and 
overwhelming challenge, and more as a part of longer term strategic planning. In the graph below, culled 
from the automotive industry sector response this year, we can see that factors in the macroeconomic 
environment, such as the impact of the economic crisis on demand for goods, and the volatility of the oil 
price, are understood as immediate compelling events requiring an urgent supply chain response. That 
response comes in the form of longer-term intervention designed to focus on the achievement of supply 
chain excellence – making the supply chain lean the most significant among them. 

The Question of Lean

The graph below indicates the extent of the focus on making the supply chain ‘lean’ as a response to the 
severity of the economic crisis – it is ranked second only to ‘the severity of the global economic slowdown’ 
as a challenge for most companies. The attempt to optimise manufacturing and distribution processes 
in both inbound and outbound supply chains – introducing process efficiency while minimising cost, the 
outcome that defines ‘lean’ – has been an objective and a challenge in many industries for a long time. 
The urgency of the challenge in the current environment, however, sees the introduction of lean methods 
and processes into supply chains as THE most burning supply chain challenge lying in front of C-level 
executives and SCMs. 

Fig 8: The Lean Enterprise – A Key Challenge
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In this approach, combining a short-term response to extreme business conditions with a longer view 
of strategic reform, we can begin to see opportunity for SA supply chains emerging from the 
recessionary gloom.   
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Aligning Strategies

As we reported last year, the focus of the most successful companies in the sample was on dealing with 
complexity in their globalised supply chains through ensuring they were optimised, agile, responsive to 
local market conditions and customer needs – wherever and whatever they were – and cost-effective. 
They did this by making their business strategy and their supply chain strategy closely aligned. By 
effectively putting supply chain capability at the forefront of their entire competitive strategies and growth 
plans, these companies proved themselves to be markedly more successful in market share and margin 
terms, than their competitors. 

In the current macroeconomic climate of slowdown and even market shrinkage, one might expect the 
reaction of businesses to be to stick to their knitting, even at the expense of supply chain operations. 
Indeed, since distribution networks and transportation costs are so significant, one might expect supply 
chains to become an immediate casualty of the new recession. 

Perhaps surprisingly, and encouragingly, the opposite is true. In the overall objectives for the sample group, 
alignment rates as the most important objective overall (see objectives graph). The graph below also 
shows that supply chain alignment with business strategy is a significant objective across the majority of 
industries, with only retail being the exception.

Fig 9: The Auto Industry – Short-term Urgency, Long-term Strategy
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In terms of the implementation of this greatly increased commitment to strategic alignment, the graph 
below demonstrates clearly that the C-level boardroom imperative is to increase efficiencies and lower 
costs by integrating and optimising supply chain functions. This translates into the SCM strategy of a 
greater alignment of operations with business objectives.
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Fig 10: Short-term Objectives – Focus on Strategic Alignment
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“We give focus mainly to storage as it is more 
expensive with high holding costs.” - Chery

“A lot of policies and procedures of MAN are not adhered to by the supply 
chain companies, so enforcing discipline is our main challenge.” - MAN

“Our biggest challenge is the parastatal companies that do rail, ports etc. 
We are also planning on collaboration with other auto manufacturers.”  
- Nissan

“We don’t have an advanced system. Maybe in the near future we may 
look at getting a more advanced system.” - Iveco

“We would prefer our suppliers to be closer to our plants as it would 
reduce the logistics cost and avoid external factors.” - Ford
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Fig 11: Translating Business Objectives into Supply Chain Strategy
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While it isn’t accurate to suggest that there has been a disconnect in the past between business and 
supply chain strategy, there has been a divergence of opinion about how to achieve in operational terms 
what the boardroom agenda wanted to achieve. This year’s findings on alignment may demonstrate that 
the economic pressure is at last forcing C-level executives and SCMs to find one voice. 

Outsourcing Revisited 

One noteworthy aspect of last year’s research was the growing realisation in large SA companies that 
the lack of available skills to provide resources to service the growth and diversity in supply chains was 
harming productivity and profitability. Once more, the most successful companies in that 2008 study were 
those who were early adopters of ‘smart outsourcing’, that is, working with supply chain partners who 
could provide more sophisticated skills and resources for the management of complex global supply chain 
operations. 
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Fig 12: Reasons for Outsourcing Decisions
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While it’s clear here that those companies that don’t outsource at all are motivated by a perceived 
competitive advantage in the way they run their own supply chains, it is equally significant that those 
companies who do outsource do so for the following reasons:

•  To focus on core competencies
•  To reduce costs
•  To gain competitive advantage

Focusing the business on what it does best, as well as on cost reduction, obviously becomes more urgent 
in a recessionary climate. But a significant proportion of the sample sees the right kind of sophisticated 
outsourcing relationship representing a competitive advantage, just as it did last year for those companies 
coping best with global growth. This bodes well for the future when the economic cycle turns once more. 
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We want to gain an advantage over our competitors

We want to reduce our high logistics costs

We want to focus on our core competencies

In the industry breakdown for reasons given for outsourcing logistics and SCM functions, it’s notable that, 
even though a focus on core competencies dominates, a consistent view across industries is evident that 
competitive advantage can be gained. The notable exception is the mining industry, which, in dealing with 
commodities and a less complex supply chain than many other industries, sees less competitive value in 
outsourcing. 

Fig 13: Reasons for Outsourcing Decisions by Industry
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The attitude of most industries to using outsourced partners in the key field of planning and forecasting 
demonstrates a confidence in their abilities to deliver. Strong partner capabilities are the main reason why 
businesses in South Africa outsource their planning and forecasting activities, around 1 in 2 outsource for 
this reason.  The skills issue still haunts the SA landscape, in that a lack of qualified personnel is given as 
the reason for outsourcing among almost 1 in 8 businesses.  There were no significant differences to this 
picture by industry.

When coupled with the focus in the challenges section on how to implement effective planning and 
forecasting tools, the attitudes on outsourcing this year are promising. They demonstrate that SA 
businesses are becoming more mature, perhaps out of necessity, about making the best of the resources 
they have available to them – even if they are another organisation, or cutting edge technology tools. 
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The Real Green Issues: The Environment and Economic Sustainability

The debate in the SA market, such as there has been, around environmentally friendly business practices 
has largely been confined to the Corporate Social Investment (CSI) agenda. This section of this year’s 
research sought to drill down into the awareness and attitudes among SA supply chain practitioners 
and senior executives about the environment and sustainability. With the business tide moving in the 
direction of the Obama administration’s strong new stance on reversing the impact of global trade on 
the environment, the time is right to start a strategic business dialogue about doing business in a more 
environmentally friendly SA. 

Of course, the current priorities of cost reduction and business survival militate strongly against moving 
green business practices up the agenda, but this section of the study uncovered some interesting views.    
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The graphic demonstrates clearly an overwhelming awareness in the local business community about 
climate change as the flagship environmental issue. Over 80% see it as serious or very serious. Perhaps 
more tellingly, almost 70% see the concept of an environmentally friendly supply chain as being important 
and very important to their organisation. 
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Fig 15: How serious are climate 
change issues?

Fig 16: How important is an environmentally 
friendly supply chain?

Fig 17: Supply Chain Initiatives of Environmental Benefit
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Overall 8 in 10 businesses feel that transportation efficiency, recycling and waste reduction will have 
the greatest benefit on the environment.  Interestingly, the use of hybrid technologies too were seen as 
beneficial to 6 in 10 businesses; this would have been almost unheard of just a few years ago but the 
technology is starting to gain recognition as a reasonable alternative. It is noteworthy that all three of 
these main initiatives to benefit the environment come from supply chain functions or processes that 
are obviously harmful in terms of producing waste materials or emissions. Other possible initiatives 
which might also represent strategic supply chain advantage to costs and service levels, such as the use 
of lean logistics, or the strategic design of distribution networks, are not as prominent, and may not be 
considered as benefiting the environment as much as they do the competitiveness of the business. 

These three factors also attract the most confidence that short-term environmentally positive initiatives can 
be implemented in these areas. 
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The extent of the education process required in the SA market is indicated by the finding that more 
than 1 in 2 companies within the oil & gas, mining and construction industries are undecided as to 
whether green initiatives can improve their overall supply chain efficiency. These would clearly be 
among the industries with the most work to do in making their manufacturing and supply chain 
processes more green. 

Fig 18: Will Green Initiatives improve Supply Chain Efficiency?
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As can be seen, overall a third of businesses do not expect a return on their investment in green initiatives, 
which places such initiatives squarely in the CSI camp. But, 1 in 3 businesses in South Africa believe that 
logistics and SCM providers can play a very important role in reducing the carbon footprint of business. 
There is clearly a gap in understanding how sustainable and more environmentally friendly business 
practices can be linked to the immediate cost reduction imperative of the recession. Businesses seem 
to know that supply chain can play a key role in enabling sustainable and profitable green business. 
Businesses also seem to consider green as a key business agenda going forward. But without official 
regulatory incentives or disincentives, survival remains the first priority – even if the environment continues 
to suffer in the short term.

Speaking the Same Language: Public and Private Sector Co-operation  
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Fig 19: How soon will green supply 
chain initiatives provide ROI?

Fig 20: What role can supply chain service providers 
play in improving your carbon footprint?

Fig 21: Views on Intermodal and Logistics Infrastructure
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It is a truism of the SA physical logistics landscape that the private sector on the one hand, and the 
parastatal and public sector organisations controlling the national road, rail and port infrastructure on the 
other hand, do not see eye to eye on how it is run and how efficient it should and could be. This has been 
a feature of the research over the years, and there still seems to be little meaningful dialogue or progress 
on exactly what industry requires from the infrastructure, and very little effective communication from the 
public sector about planning, implementation and capacity. 

Overall a massive 7 in 10 businesses believe private sector development will help improve infrastructure 
and help to increase the efficiency and cost of national freight.  As is also to be expected from private 
sector supply chain professionals, more than 1 in 2 believe in multi-modal transportation.  More than 40% 
of businesses also disagree that South African freight and heavy-haul are well developed and maintained, 
and there is little significant difference to this view across industries. 
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Fig 22: Views on Transnet’s Investment Plans
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83% of businesses are aware of Transnet’s plans to inject investment into SA infrastructure with 8 in 
10 believing this will improve SA road and port infrastructure.  Unfortunately, businesses do not believe 
this will reduce costs due to better inter-modal connectivity. More strategic dialogue is still needed – not 
only about what industry requires to facilitate inbound and outbound supply chains better, but also on 
what skills and strategic planning the private sector can offer in co-operation with the public sector’s 
infrastructure initiatives in the country, from dam-building and housing construction to the Gautrain. 

Conclusion – Out of Crisis, Opportunity

In an ideal economic environment the trajectory of successful supply chain strategy, and therefore 
successful business practice, would look something like this. Achieving the ‘responsible’ supply chain 
balance in the upper right quadrant, between profitability and sustainability in a world where most 
resources are thinly stretched, is no mean feat. 

It is far more difficult in an environment like today’s, where survival is the watchword and the potential 
for failure is the compelling event that drives most businesses. The world’s explosion in cross border and 
international trade and consistent growth over the past few years has been shown to be fragile at its 
heart. And yet, the Butterfly Effect – say, for example, the sub-prime housing crisis in the US bringing 
down a global financial network intricately linked by information-based supply chains – can be combated 
and contextualised. We’ve shown in this year’s research that, in many areas, positive outcomes may 
follow the doom and gloom of the market crash – in areas like environmentally friendly, sustainable 
business practices, closer and more meaningful collaboration between supply chain partners, and a new 
understanding of business and supply chain strategy for the future. The rest is up to us. 
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